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The two giants of the mobile industry that is BlackBerry Bold 9790 and Nokia Lumia 800 are
scheming of coming back with latest inventions and would prove to be worth full. Both BlackBerry
and Nokia are sharing the same platform and have common features in both of them that both of
them have lost its control over the mobile market. For regaining the position and to bring back their
fortunes BlackBerry is planning of launching Bold 9790 and on the other hand Nokia is coming
forward with Lumia. If both of them do not succeed in getting success then this might would be the
last laugh for them.

Both the giants are performing their best to catch the attention of their admirers. Nokia Lumia with
its sporty looks and urban experience to its UI instantly catches the interest of the people. The
boundary or the edge is very spontaneous and move exactly what you desire. On the contrast
BlackBerry has a 2.5 inch screen and no time is left behind between touching and accessing. In
Nokia Luima the apps surprises you by turning around, dance and twist. Moreover it has a 3.7 inch
Gorilla Glass screen that responds very quickly on touching.

BlackBerry has QWERTY keyboard under the touch screen which helps you in typing emails and
documents very conveniently. You can carry the blackberry smart phone very comfortably as it is
thinner, lighter and smaller in size. Nokia Lumia consist of windows 7 OS and RIM boasts
BlackBerry OS 7. But when talking of camera BlackBerry has 5mp camera and Nokia Lumia has
8mp camera. When talking about the storage both the bold win the position as BlackBerry has 8GB
internal storage which can be expanded up to 32 GB with the help of micro SD card slot. Nokia
Lumia has a memory of 16GB and no micro SD card slot.

The other Lumia 710 has 8GB internal memory and a 5MP camera along with the chunkier size as
compare to 800. Moreover it has a 1.4GHz processing unit, Wi-Fi, GPS and Bluetooth and is
common in both the Lumias. Amazing Blackberry Bold 9790 deals asnd Lumia 800 handset.in the
mobile online market

Check out the top seller phone - htc sensation xe deals www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk
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